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Item No. 
Halifax Regional Council
April 10, 2018
TO:

Mayor Savage and Members of Halifax Regional Council

SUBMITTED BY:
Jacques Dubé, Chief Administrative Officer
DATE:

March 6, 2018

SUBJECT:

Area Rate for Sheet Harbour Streetscape Program

ORIGIN
Motion approved by Regional Council on June 20, 2017 that “Halifax Regional Council:
1.

Approve the 2017-18 Operating Budget for Sheet Harbour Streetscape in the amount of $41,200
in gross expenditures and $41,200 in uniform charge revenues;

2.

Approve the 2017-18 Uniform Charge for Sheet Harbour Streetscape at the rate of $11.84 per
property within the catchment area as defined in the map attached to the staff report dated May 3,
2017 as Appendix “A”; and,

3.

Direct the Chief Administrative Officer (CAO) to direct staff to review the budget and tax rate for
Sheet Harbour Streetscape each year, based on the current service level, and return with a
recommendation at or before the general tax rates are finalized for the applicable fiscal year.”

Motion approved by Regional Council on February 13, 2018 that “Halifax Regional Council request a staff
report providing information considering area rate scenario for District 2 (see attached map) based upon
rate and community:
•

•
•

$5.00 for the community areas of Mooseland, River Lake, Jacket Lake, Third Lake, Spry Harbour,
Popes Harbour, East Ship Harbour, Pleasant Harbour, Tangier, Murphy Cove, Lochaber Mines,
Moser River, West Quoddy, East Quoddy, Harrigan Cove, Moosehead, Necum Teuch, Ecum
Secum West, Ecum Secum, Pace Settlement, Liscombe Sanctuary;
$15.00 for the community areas of Marinette, Malay Falls, Port Dufferin, Beaver Harbour, Sheet
Harbour Passage, Sober Island, Mushaboom, Spry Bay; and
$25.00 for the community areas of Sheet Harbour, Watt Section.
Rates to be based upon residential and commercial properties. Resource properties are exempt
from the rate.”

LEGISLATIVE AUTHORITY
•
•

Halifax Regional Municipality Charter (Charter) subsection 96 (1) “The Council may spend money
in an area, or for the benefit of an area, for any purpose for which the Municipality may expend
funds or borrow.”
Charter subsection 96 (4) “The Council may, in lieu of levying an area rate, levy a uniform charge
on each (a) taxable property assessment; (b) dwelling unit, in the area.”

Recommendation on next page
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RECOMMENDATION
It is recommended that Halifax Regional Council:
1.

Set three uniform charges per taxable commercial and residential property assessment for the
Sheet Harbour Streetscape Program rather than one uniform charge of $11.84;

2.

Set the three uniform charges for the 2018-19 fiscal year as follows:

3.

(a)

a uniform charge of $5.00 to be applied annually to each taxable residential and commercial
property assessment located in the community areas of Mooseland, River Lake, Jacket Lake,
Third Lake, Spry Harbour, Popes Harbour, East Ship Harbour, Pleasant Harbour, Tangier,
Murphy Cove, Lochaber Mines, Moser River, West Quoddy, East Quoddy, Harrigan Cove,
Moosehead, Necum Teuch, Ecum Secum West, Ecum Secum, Pace Settlement, Mitchell
Bay and Liscombe Sanctuary, as depicted on the map in Attachment A to this report;

(b)

a uniform charge of $15.00 to be applied annually to each taxable residential and commercial
property assessment located in the community areas of Marinette, Malay Falls, Port Dufferin,
Beaver Harbour, Sheet Harbour Passage, Sober Island, Mushaboom, Barkhouse Settlement
and Spry Bay, as depicted in the map in Attachment A to this report; and

(c)

a uniform charge of $25.00 to be applied annually to each taxable residential and commercial
property located in the community areas of Sheet Harbour and Watt Section as depicted in
the map in Attachment A to this report; and

Approve the 2018-19 Operating Budget for Sheet Harbour Streetscape Program in the amount of
$41,200 with funding to be provided from the three uniform charges.

BACKGROUND
On June 22, 2010, Regional Council approved the implementation of a uniform charge effective with the
2010-11 fiscal year to fund the construction and on-going maintenance of the infrastructure associated with
the Sheet Harbour Streetscape Program. The uniform charge of $11.84 per taxable property assessment
was to be applied to all taxable residential and commercial properties within the catchment area depicted
in bold on the map attached to this report as Attachment B. This was in response to public meetings held
in Sheet Harbour beginning in 2008, where there appeared to be consensus for a uniform charge of this
amount to cover a community contribution equal to 10% of the total project cost. Based on a project cost
estimate at the time of $3,434,200, the community contribution would be $343,420.
As the result of funding provided under the Federal Provincial Infrastructure Stimulus Fund, and funding
approved by Council in the 2008-09 Capital Budget, only $136,680 was required from the community
towards construction costs. Council approved the allocation of the remainder of the community contribution,
about $208,000, towards operating and maintenance costs. Based on an estimate of $28,000 annually for
maintenance costs, it was determined that the full amount would be paid out in less than 8 years. In
anticipation of the depletion of this amount, Council directed that “prior to the 2017-18 fiscal year, review
the area rate to determine the level at which it should be set to provide funding for ongoing operating and
maintenance costs.”
In compliance with this direction, staff returned to Council on May 23, 2017 with a recommendation to
continue the uniform charge at the same amount per taxable property assessment over the same catchment
area. This recommendation was based on the ongoing nature of the maintenance costs and the future
need for repairs which makes it unlikely that this charge will disappear in the foreseeable future.
Furthermore, the current Tax Structure approved by Council requires that sidewalks outside the Urban area
must be funded from area rates or uniform charges. That is because, while the Urban General Tax Rate
includes funding for sidewalks, the Rural General Tax Rate does not provide such funding.
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On June 20, 2017, Regional Council approved continuing the current uniform charge of $11.84 per taxable
property assessment for the 2017-18 fiscal year, and directed the CAO “to direct staff to review the budget
and tax rate for Sheet Harbour Streetscape each year, based on the current service level, and return with
a recommendation at or before the general tax rates are finalized for the applicable fiscal year.” The
purpose of this report is to comply with that direction, and to respond to Council’s request of February 13,
2018 for a staff report regarding three different area uniform charges to replace the current uniform charge
of $11.84 per property.
DISCUSSION
A public information session to discuss tax rate options for funding the on-going maintenance of the
streetscape infrastructure in Sheet Harbour was held in conjunction with the Sheet Harbour & Area
Chamber of Commerce & Civic Affairs meeting on Wednesday October 4, 2017 at the Lions Centre. The
meeting was advertised in the District 2 Councillor’s newsletter for October 2017 which is printed in the
Eastern Shore Cooperator newspaper. A copy of the newsletter is included as Attachment C to this report.
Approximately 50 people were in attendance. No HRM staff were present. A Power Point presentation
was given by Councillor Hendsbee which outlined the options that were provided to Council in a
Supplementary Information Report dated June 5, 2017. A copy of that report is included as Attachment D
to this report. The following table provides a summary of the area rate and uniform charge options
discussed.
Table 1: Uniform Charges & Area Rates for Alternative Catchment Areas
Catchment Area
Current Approved Catchment Area (see Attachment B)
Community of Sheet Harbour only
Properties within 1 km of the sidewalk

Uniform Charge
per Property

Area Rate based
on Assessment

$ 11.84
$ 62.75
$ 86.89

$ 0.024
$ 0.098
$ 0.122

Discussion also took place on options to include Sheet Harbour and surrounding area under the Urban
General Tax Rate rather than the Rural General Tax Rate. These options were discussed because the
Urban General Tax Rate includes funding for sidewalks while the Rural General Tax Rate does not.
However, as can be seen in the table below, the overall tax bills of property owners would have increased
significantly under the scenarios considered. This was especially true for commercial properties as the
Commercial Urban Tax Rate also funds the cost for public transit which is not available in this area.
Table 2: Urban General Tax Rate for Alternative Catchment Areas
Catchment Area

Current Approved Catchment Area (see Attachment B)

Average Annual Tax Increase
per Property
Residential
Commercial
$ 16.22
$ 284.54

Community of Sheet Harbour only

$ 19.51

$ 433.33

Properties within 1 km of the sidewalk

$ 22.22

$ 378.05

Another option considered which was raised by those in attendance was to have three different uniform
charges in three different areas in and around Sheet Harbour. The uniform charges would be lowest in the
communities furthest from the sidewalks and highest in Sheet Harbour and surrounding communities
closest to the sidewalks. The rational for this is those who live closer to the sidewalks would likely utilize
them more frequently than those living further away. The following table indicates the number of residential
and commercial properties which would pay each of the three different uniform charges. A map of each of
the three charge areas is included with this report as Attachment A.
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Table 3: Three-Tiered Uniform Charge Option
Uniform
Charge

Number of Properties
Total

Estimated
Revenue

Residential

Commercial

$25.00

790

46

836

$20,900

$15.00

854

9

863

$12,945

$5.00

1705

20

1725

$8,625

Totals:

3349

75

3424

$42,470

Following the October 4, 2017 public meeting, and after reviewing the mapped areas indicated by the list
of communities included in Council’s motion of February 13, 2018, it was discovered that two communities
within the current catchment area were unintentionally omitted from the motion. Mitchell Bay, which is
between Moosehead and Ecum Secum West, should be included within the $5.00 charge area, and
Barkhouse Settlement, which is next to Sheet Harbour, should be included in the $15.00 charge area.
Therefore, the recommendation in this report includes these two communities.
FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS
If the recommendations in this report are approved by Regional Council, all the costs associated with the
operation and maintenance of the assets built under the Sheet Harbour Streetscape Program will be
covered by the three uniform charges. Therefore, there will be no impact on the approved operating and
capital budgets funded from the general tax rates.
For 2018-19, this revenue would be allocated as follows:
Proposed 2018-19 Operating Budget for
Sheet Harbour Streetscape Program
Snow & Ice Clearing
Grass Cutting
Debt Payments for Capital
Insurance
Contingency for Repairs
Total Budget:

$ 15,600
1,000
12,900
2,400
10,600
$ 42,500

RISK CONSIDERATION
By implementing the uniform charges recommended in this report, and reviewing the budget and uniform
charges each year based on the current service level and adjusting it based on requirements, the risk that
there will be insufficient funds to cover operating and maintenance costs is considered low.
COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT
The community engagement which took place is outlined in the Discussion section of this report.
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPLICATIONS
There are no environmental implications resulting from the recommendations in this report.
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ALTERNATIVES
Regional Council could continue with the current uniform charge of $11.84 per taxable residential and
commercial property assessments in the area indicated in the map in Attachment B for the 2018-19 fiscal
year. With 3,470 residential and commercial properties in the current charge area, $11.84 per property
would provide $41,100 in revenue. That is $1,400 less revenue than what the new area rate structure being
recommended in this report would provide. This would lower the budget for Contingency for Repairs from
$10,600 to $9,200 which is still expected to be adequate for required expenses.
If Council was to select this option the following motion could be passed:
That Halifax Regional Council:
1. Set the 2018-19 Uniform Charge for Sheet Harbour Streetscape at the rate of $11.84 per
residential and commercial properties assessment within the catchment area as defined in bold on
the map attached to this report as Attachment B”; and
2. Approve the 2018-19 Operating Budget for Sheet Harbour Streetscape Program in the amount of
$41,200 with funding to be provided from the uniform charge.
Regional Council could also direct staff to return to Council with other area rate or uniform charge options
to provide funding for the Program. Staff provided Council with options in a Supplementary Information
Report dated June 5, 2017. A copy of that report is included as Attachment D to this report. Those options
were discussed at the public information meeting held on October 4, 2017 and are summarized in the
Discussion section of this report.
ATTACHMENTS
Attachment A: Mapped area for three proposed uniform charges for 2018-19
Attachment B: Mapped area for current uniform charge of $11.84 per property
Attachment C: Councillor’s Newsletter of October 2017 announcing Information Session
Attachment D: Supplementary Information Report dated June 5, 2017: Uniform Charge for Sheet Harbour
Streetscape Program

A copy of this report can be obtained online at halifax.ca or by contacting the Office of the Municipal Clerk at
902.490.4210.
Report Prepared by:

Gordon Roussel, Senior Financial Consultant, Finance & Asset Management,
902.476.0118
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Sheet Harbour Streetscape Program Uniform Charge Areas
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Attachment C
DISTRICT 2 COUNCILLOR’S COMMUNIQUE – OCTOBER 2017 - ISSUE # 239 – HAPPY THANKSGIVINGS
YELLOW BALLOONS ARTS TOUR
Nova Scotia's Eastern Shore has a creative
collective of talented people who unite art
and craft made locally for people to go on an
art adventure by walking, biking or driving to
open studios and spaces. On Sunday,
October 1st from 10 AM - 5 PM, a collection
of these artists and artisans will be having an
Open Studio, House, Store Tours. Be sure to
look for the Yellow Balloons and signs.
Purchases made locally at Follow the Yellow
Balloons Open Studio Tour will encourage
the development of skilled traditions of
handcraft and art that evolves through
generations while supporting a soulful
culture that is part of a vibrant local economy
on the Eastern Shore. For more details, go
to:
www.art2followyellow.com
or their
Facebook page: Follow the Yellow Balloons.

HELP SHAPE THE WILD ISLANDS

MARICULTURE RESEARCH STUDY
A Dalhousie University Master of Marine
Management student – Jessica Bradford is
looking into the potential for “communityCOMMUNITY WELLNESS FUNDS
based
marine
aquaculture”
to
be
The Southeastern & Eastern Shore implemented in Nova Scotia – think of it as
Musquodoboit Community Health Boards are
“underwater community gardens” of shellfish
two of 37 Community Health Boards (CHB)
and seaweeds. She will be conducting some
across Nova Scotia. They actively seek input
community surveys and wants your ideas,
and concerns from citizens in our district and
concerns and suggestions by partaking in it:
deliver these expressed issues and concerns
https://surveys.dal.ca/opinio/s?s=39939
to the Nova Scotia Health Authority (NSHA)
It should not take you any longer than 5
for action in their annual business plan.
minutes to complete. It goes through short
CHBs across the province have funding
background about the project, then a series
available to support local groups and
of
demographic
questions
and
10
organizations to improve the health of their
statements. Please feel free to forward the
communities through activities, events and
link to anyone in the community who may be
programs that help promote healthier
interested. It will be closing on October 15th.
lifestyles and lead to behavior changes.
For anyone who would prefer to complete
These
Wellness
Funds
(previously
the survey in person either by tablet or paper
Community Development Funds) are
copy, then please see her at the Seaforth
available annually. Non-profit organizations
Hall Market on Saturday, October 14th. Or
are encouraged to apply now for this year’s
contact
her
by
e-mail
at
Wellness Fund grants. The province-wide
Jessica.Bradford@dal.ca .
application deadline is October 15th. For
OPEN-AIR BURNING SEASON AGAIN application forms contact CHB Coordinators
As of October 15th (weather permitting) and Denise VanWychen with the Eastern Shore whether or not the NS Forest Weather Index Musquodoboit CHB at 902-889-4118 or
(FWI) www.novascotia.ca/BurnSafe is at a denise.vanwychen@nshealth.ca . And for
low or moderate reading, the time of day Monique
Mullins-Roberts
with
the
burning restrictions will be lifted. For more Southeastern CHB at Monique.Mullinsinformation about open-air burning and safe Roberts@nshealth.ca or call 902-460-6869.
www.halifax.ca/fire- www.communityhealthboards.ns.ca/#welcom
burning
practices:
police/fire/burning-permits/burning-rulese
regulations Please be careful when burning.

The NS Nature Trust and NS Dept. of the
Environment are seeking community input
that will help guide the ongoing management
and use of the 100 Wild Islands and the
Eastern Shore Islands Wilderness Area.
There will be an Information Session and
Workshop to learn about progress to date on
protecting the islands. So please share your
stories about the islands, or ideas on how
you use them and what your vision is for
their future. It will be held on Tuesday
October 3rd Information Session - 5:30 –
7PM and Workshop from 7 – 9 PM at the
Sheet Harbour Legion Hall - 23566 Hwy #7
in Watt Section. Light refreshments will be
provided.
For
more
information:
nature@nsnt.ca or call 902-425-5263 ENGAGE-NS SHARE THANKSGIVING FINAL TAX BILL DUE – OCT. 31st
(LAND) or Toll free: 1-877-434-LAND
Engage Nova Scotia wants citizens to share HRM sends out its property tax bills in two
our traditional customs with new Canadians. phases and invoices all property owners
SHEET HBR SIDEWALK TAX REVIEW Share Thanksgiving is an opportunity for twice each year. The Final Tax Bill gets
There will be an Information Session at the new immigrant families or international mailed out in September with a final due
Sheet Harbour & Area Chamber of students to get together with established date of Tuesday, October 31st. The tax
Commerce & Civic Affairs meeting on families in Nova Scotia to share calculation is based on the taxable assessed
Wednesday October 4th at 7 PM in the Lions Thanksgiving dinner. It’s a great way to meet value of the property multiplied by the
Centre on Pool Road. The uniform charge of new people and support newcomers in applicable tax rates. The taxable assessed
$11.84 per property assessment is currently feeling welcome and at home in our value is determined by the Property
Services
Corporation
–
applied to all taxable residential, resource province. Since its inaugural launch in 2014, Valuation
and commercial properties within the more people have signed up in Nova Scotia www.PVSC.ca (1-800-380-7775). The tax
catchment area from East Ship Harbour to than almost any location in Canada. Engage rate is the sum of few levies - a general rate
Ecum Secum. HRM staff have prepared a NS is hoping that you can help them in (Urban, Suburban or Rural) and any local
report on different options that could be matching even more families this year! area tax rates within a district or community.
considered as alternative tax regimes for this Registration
for
this
year’s
Share And then there is also the Mandatory
purpose. The options are:
Thanksgiving is open until early October: Provincial Levy for Education, Correctional
and
Public
Housing.
To
1. Keep the rate and area as is. Or,
www.engagenovascotia.ca/sharethanksgiving Services,
2. Alter the area to the Sheet Harbour You have a chose to sign up either as a Host understand your tax-bill better, please refer
Community boundary area only. Or, or Guest. If you have any questions, then to: www.halifax.ca/home-property/property3. Concentrate the tax rate to the village please
contact
them
at: taxes/tax-bill
core area of Sheet Harbour only.
sharethanksgiving@engagenovascotia.ca or
www.halifax.ca/sites/default/files/documents/ call their office at 902-407-2582.
city-hall/regional-council/170620rc91.pdf

YOUR ENERGY REBATE PROGRAM
CURBSIDE GIVEAWAY: OCT.14th&15th Nova Scotians who purchase energy for their
Curbside / Roadside Give Away is a biannual event that promotes diversion of
reusable items from landfill by offering items
for others to claim for free. It’s time to give
someone the chance to reuse things you no
longer need, by recycling your clean and
working goods. The dates are Saturday &
Sunday, October 14th & 15th. Please check
out this web-page for more information:
www.halifax.ca/recycle/CGAW.php or at:
Facebook.com/HalifaxRecycles and Twitter
@hfxgov and #hfxcurbside .

MICMAC MALL MOBILE HSW DEPOT
There will be a mobile Household Special
Waste (HSW) Depot at the MicMac Mall
lower parking lot on Saturday, October 14th
from 9AM - 4PM. For a complete list of items
that can be accepted, please refer to:
www.halifax.ca/home-property/garbagerecycling-green-cart/household-specialwaste or call 311

homes are eligible for a rebate equivalent to
the provincial portion of the Harmonized
Sales Tax (HST). The rebate applies to all
sources of residential use energy including
home heating fuel, natural gas, propane,
firewood, wood pellets, coal, kerosene and
electricity. Only purchases where HST has
been paid to an HST registered vendor
qualify for the rebate. More details are found
at:www.novascotia.ca/sns/access/business/y
our-energy-rebate/about-theprogram.asp#faq14965 or by calling 902424-5200 or (toll free) 1-800-670-4357 or
TTY: 1-877-404-0867 . Or you can pick up
an application form at any Access NS Registry of Motor Vehicles Service Counter.
Or
contact
them
via
E-mail:
yourenergyrebate@gov.ns.ca . Application
forms are also available on-line at:
www.novascotia.ca/sns/pdf/ans-yerpconsumer-application.pdf
Then send in your application by mail to
Service-NS, PO Box 2632, Halifax, NS B3J
3P7
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Item No. 9.1
Halifax Regional Council
June 20, 2017
TO:

Mayor Savage and Members of Halifax Regional Council

SUBMITTED BY:
Amanda Whitewood, Director, Finance and Asset Management

DATE:

June 5, 2017

SUBJECT:

Uniform Charge for Sheet Harbour Streetscape Program
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION REPORT

ORIGIN
On May 23, 2017, Regional Council approved the following motion with respect to item 14.1.6 Uniform
Charge for Sheet Harbour Streetscape Program:
That this item be deferred, and that Regional Council request a supplemental report regarding the
sidewalk policy and possible implications of applying the localized area rate, or having the urban general
tax rate applied to the following scenarios:
1. Within the community civic boundary of Sheet Harbour as the area rate;
2. Identifying how the 1 KM within the sidewalk village core territorial boundary within Sheet Harbour
could be applied;
3. Access the current multiple communities’ catchment area.
LEGISLATIVE AUTHORITY
Halifax Regional Municipality Charter (HRM Charter), Subsection 96(2), “The Council may recover annually
from the area the amount required or as much of that sum as the Council considers advisable to collect in
any one fiscal year by an area rate of so much on the dollar on the assessed value of the taxable property
or occupancy assessments in the area.”
HRM Charter Subsection 96 (4), “The Council may, in lieu of levying an area rate, levy a uniform charge on
each (a) taxable property assessment; (b) dwelling unit, in the area.”
BACKGROUND
On June 22, 2010, Regional Council approved the implementation of a uniform charge effective with the
2010-11 fiscal year to fund the construction and on-going maintenance of the Sheet Harbour Streetscape
Program. The uniform charge of $11.84 per taxable property assessment was to be applied to all taxable
residential and commercial properties within the catchment area depicted in the map attached to this report
as Appendix “A”. This was in response to public meetings held in Sheet Harbour beginning in 2008, where
there appeared to be consensus for a uniform charge of this amount to cover a community contribution
equal to 10% of the total project cost. Based on a project cost estimate at the time of $3,434,200, the
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community contribution would be $343,420.
As the result of funding provided under the Federal Provincial Infrastructure Stimulus Fund, and funding
approved by Council in the 2008-09 Capital Budget, only $136,680 was required from the community
towards construction costs. Council approved the allocation of the remainder of the community contribution,
about $208,000, towards operating and maintenance costs. Based on an estimate of $28,000 annually for
maintenance costs, it was determined that the full amount would be paid out in less than 8 years. In
anticipation of the depletion of this amount, Council directed that “prior to the 2017-18 fiscal year, review
the area rate to determine the level at which it should be set to provide funding for ongoing operating and
maintenance costs.”
In compliance with this direction, staff returned to Council on May 23, 2017 with a recommendation to
continue the uniform charge at the same amount per taxable property assessment over the same catchment
area. This recommendation was based on the ongoing nature of the maintenance costs and the future
need for repairs which makes it unlikely that this charge will disappear in the foreseeable future.
Furthermore, the current Tax Structure approved by Council requires that sidewalks outside the Urban area
must be funded from area rates or uniform charges. That is because while the Urban General Tax Rate
includes funding for sidewalks, the Rural General Tax Rate does not.
Council deferred a decision on the uniform charge pending receipt of a supplementary report providing
information on other alternatives to fund the ongoing operating and maintenance costs. The alternatives
requested are outlined in the Origin section of this report and are discussed below.
DISCUSSION
Table 1 below provides a summary of the various uniform charge/area rate alternatives requested by
Council. One alternative, a 1 km sidewalk rule, has been discussed with Council and has been used as a
consideration in modifying the urban/suburban boundary. However, there is no strict 1km rule and the
Urban tax boundary has always included homes that are more than 1 km from a sidewalk. The area rates
and uniform charges are based on an annual operating budget of $41,100. A breakdown of this budget
amount is provided in the Financial Implications section of the May 3, 2017 report (Appendix D).
Table 1: Uniform Charges & Area Rates for Alternative Catchment Areas
Uniform Charge
(per Property)

Area Rate based
on assessment

Current Approved Catchment Area (Appendix “A”)

$ 11.84

$ 0.024

Community of Sheet Harbour only (Appendix “B”)

$ 62.75

$ 0.098

Properties within 1 km of the sidewalk (Appendix “C”)

$ 86.89

$ 0.122

Catchment Area

As Table 1 indicates, as the size of the catchment area decreases, the uniform charges and area rates
must increase significantly to offset the smaller number of properties being charged. The current uniform
charge and catchment area were determined after consultation with the community in 2008. It is therefore
difficult to justify why a different catchment area should now be used for maintenance costs on an on-going
basis. It may be difficult to obtain a consensus from property owners within a smaller catchment area to
pay a higher charge just so other property owners in the larger original catchment area no longer need to
pay. Without community consensus to change the original boundary, the current catchment area appears
to remain the best option as the same properties would continue to pay for maintenance, and the uniform
charge would remain at $11.84 per property.
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Council requested that the impact of applying the Urban General Tax Rate to these same catchment areas
be determined. The Urban General Tax Rate is designed to reflect an urban level of service including the
cost of sidewalks in the urban area. In addition, the Commercial Urban Tax Rate is substantially higher as
it also funds transit costs. The rate has already been set for 2017-18 and cannot be amended. Moreover,
it is difficult to argue that Sheet Harbour is part of the Urban Area. If Council wishes the current tax structure
for sidewalks in Sheet Harbour to be altered, it has two options that it could consider for the 2018-19 budget.
First, it could general rate sidewalks across all of HRM by setting the same general tax rate in the Urban,
Suburban and Rural tax boundaries for sidewalks thus effectively creating a single tax rate across the entire
region. Secondly, it could create a common area rate for sidewalk costs across the entire region for
properties within a set distance of a sidewalk. Neither of these options, however, may actually lower the
sidewalk taxes paid by Sheet Harbour residents. In addition, both of these options have substantial
implications for rural and other areas across HRM, not simply for Sheet Harbour. Either option may mean
changes in the overall taxes (residential and commercial) paid by others. In addition, there may be higher
expectations of extending sidewalks into rural areas. It may not be easy for the municipality to meet these
expectations.
Even if it were to be classified as part of the Urban General Tax area, the taxes paid by Sheet Harbour
would be higher (as “Urban”) than with the current $11.84 Sheet Harbour sidewalk tax. This is true of the
residential taxes in Sheet Harbour but there would also be substantial tax increases for commercial
taxpayers in Sheet Harbour. The difference between the Urban and Rural General Tax Rates is as follows
for 2017-18:
Residential Commercial
Urban General Tax Rate
$ 0.667
$ 2.869
Rural General Tax Rate
$ 0.634
$ 2.542
Difference between Urban & Rural General Tax Rates
$ 0.033
$ 0.327
Table 2 shows the average annual tax increase per property based on the difference between the Urban
General Tax Rate and the Rural General Tax Rate. This table also indicates the additional General Tax
Rate revenue provided because of the difference between the two General Tax Rates.
Table 2: Urban General Tax Rate for Alternative Catchment Areas
Catchment Area
Current Approved
Catchment Area
(Appendix “A”)
Community of Sheet
Harbour only
(Appendix “B”)
Properties within 1 km of
the sidewalk (Appendix “C”)

Average Annual Tax
Increase per Property
Residential
Commercial

Additional General Tax Rate Revenue
Residential

Commercial

Total

$ 16.22

$ 284.54

$ 54,700

$ 27,600

$ 82,300

$ 19.51

$ 433.33

$ 11,900

$ 19,500

$ 31,400

$ 22.22

$ 378.05

$ 9,600

$ 15,500

$ 25,100

Since the general tax rates are fixed regardless of the catchment area, differences between catchment
areas in the average annual tax increase per property are reflective only of differences between average
assessments (Total assessment base / number of properties). The increase in average annual tax per
property is higher for the community of Sheet Harbour then it is for the current approved catchment area,
and higher still for properties within 1 km of the sidewalk. This would be expected as properties closer to
the village centre and sidewalk would likely be higher in assessed value.
As expected, as the size of the catchment area decreases, the additional revenue from the Urban General
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Tax Rate decreases. As Table 2 shows, if the Urban General Tax Rate was applied to the current approved
catchment area, about $82,000 in additional revenue would be provided which is double the revenue
required to cover the annual maintenance costs of $41,100. On the other hand, if the Urban General Tax
Rate was applied only to the community of Sheet Harbour or only to properties within 1 km of the sidewalk,
insufficient additional revenue would be obtained to cover the annual maintenance cost.
Now that the sidewalk and ancillary infrastructure are in place, it must be maintained and the only way to
do so under the current tax structure is by means of an area rate or uniform charge. Therefore, the only
aspect of the Streetscape Program which the community can realistically be consulted on is the level of
service and whether the community wishes a lower or higher level of snow removal and grass cutting.

FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS
As set out in the report dated May 3, 2017 (Appendix “D”).

COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT
There were no additional community consultations held regarding this report. Community input could be
valuable relative to the level of service and whether the community wishes a lower or higher level of snow
removal and grass cutting.

ATTACHMENTS
Appendix A:

Map of Current Approved Catchment Area for Sheet Harbour Streetscape Uniform Charge

Appendix B:

Map of the Community of Sheet Harbour

Appendix C:

Map of Properties within 1 KM of the Sheet Harbour Sidewalk

Appendix D:

Recommendation Report dated May 3, 2017

A copy of this report can be obtained online at http://www.halifax.ca/council/agendasc/cagenda.php then choose the
appropriate meeting date, or by contacting the Office of the Municipal Clerk at 902.490.4210, or Fax 902.490.4208.
Report Prepared by:

Gordon Roussel, Senior Financial Consultant, 902.476.0118

Appendix A
Current Approved Catchment Area for Sheet Harbour Streetscape Uniform Charge





Appendix B
Map of Community of Sheet Harbour
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Item No. 14.1.6
Halifax Regional Council
May 23, 2017
Mayor Savage and Members of Halifax Regional Council

TO:

SUBMITTED BY:
Bruce Zvaniga, Acting Chief Administrative Officer

DATE:

May 3, 2017

SUBJECT:

Uniform Charge for Sheet Harbour Streetscape Program

ORIGIN
On June 22, 2010, Regional Council approved a new uniform charge of $11.84 per taxable property
assessment to be applied to residential and commercial properties within an area in and around Sheet
Harbour to provide funding for a streetscape program in that community. As part of the approved
recommendation, Council directed that “Prior to the 2017/18 fiscal year, review the area rate to determine
the level at which it should be set to provide funding for ongoing operating and maintenance costs”. The
purpose of this report is to provide the results of that review and recommend the level at which an area
rate should be set effective with the 2017/18 fiscal year.

LEGISLATIVE AUTHORITY
Halifax Charter, Section 96(2), The Council may recover annually from the area the amount required or
as much of that sum as the Council considers advisable to collect in any one fiscal year by an area rate of
so much on the dollar on the assessed value of the taxable property or occupancy assessments in the
area. Charter section 96 (4), The Council may, in lieu of levying an area rate, levy a uniform charge on
each (a) taxable property assessment; (b) dwelling unit, in the area.

RECOMMENDATION
It is recommended that Halifax Regional Council :
1. approve the 2017-18 Operating Budget for Sheet Harbour Streetscape in the amount of $41,200
in gross expenditures and $41,200 in uniform charge revenues;
2. approve the 2017-18 Uniform Charge for Sheet Harbour Streetscape at the rate of $11.84 per
property within the catchment area as defined in the map attached to this report as Appendix “A”;
and,
3. direct the CAO to direct staff to review the budget and tax rate for Sheet Harbour Streetscape
each year, based on the current service level, and return with a recommendation at or before the
general tax rates are finalized for the applicable fiscal year.
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BACKGROUND
Starting in 2008 the Sheet Harbour and Area Chamber of Commerce held three public meetings to
discuss the Sheet Harbour Streetscape project and its funding. Notices of the meetings were distributed
to all delivery addresses serviced from the post offices located in Sheet Harbour, Tangier, and Moser
River (1,450 addresses) although many of the other properties (including vacant land) did not receive a
notice. The first public meeting had 236 people in attendance and feedback received was favorable. The
minutes for the second meeting show the 150 people in attendance were told that they would be charged
an area rate of $11.84 per property for 20 years. Feedback was reported to be very favorable. The
details of these consultations were reported to Regional Council and the area rate established on June
22, 2010 (see Attachment B).
On November 24, 2009, Regional Council approved the terms of an agreement between HRM and the
Sheet Harbour and Area Development Corporation to construct and maintain streetscape improvements,
including sidewalks, within the right of way of Highway No. 7 as it runs through the community. A copy of
the signed agreement is attached to this report (See Attachment C). Clause 10 of the Agreement states
that the “Community Contribution towards capital and maintenance is to be collected through an LIC or
area rates.” The amount of the community’s contribution was decided through the public meetings which
were hosted in 2008 by the Sheet Harbour and Area Chamber of Commerce. There appeared to be
support for a 10 percent community contribution towards the total cost of the project. Since the total
project cost was estimated to be $3,434,200, the community contribution would be $343,420.
HRM expected to spend approximately $1.91 million through the Infrastructure Stimulus Fund program for
the first phase of this project with two-thirds of this amount coming from the Federal and Provincial
government. Regional Council approved $500,000 in the 2008-09 Capital Budget for this project, leaving
a shortfall in HRM’s one-third share of $136,680. The $136,680 shortfall would be funded from the
community’s contribution. The remainder of the community contribution, approximately $208,000, would
be used to cover maintenance costs. Based on an estimate of $28,000 annually for maintenance costs, it
was determined that the full amount would be paid out in less than 8 years. No direction was provided as
to how to fund maintenance costs at the end of the eight years.
Regional Council approved a uniform charge of no more than $11.84 per property effective with the 201011 fiscal year, to be applied to all taxable residential and commercial properties within the catchment area
as defined in the map attached to the staff report dated June 3, 2010. A copy of the map is attached to
this report as Appendix A. Regional Council also approved the use of the uniform charge to provide
capital funding of $136,680 for Phase 1 of the Sheet Harbour Streetscape Project, plus interest costs to
debt finance this amount, and maintenance funding of $208,000 to be disbursed to the Sheet Harbour
and Area Development Corporation over a period not to exceed 8 years. Prior to the eighth year, which
would be fiscal 2017/18, Council directed that a review of the area rate take place to determine the level
at which it should be set to provide ongoing funding for maintenance costs.
The final Sheet Harbour Streetscape program included:
x 2.7km concrete sidewalk (1.5m wide)
x Decorative light standards
x Park benches including concrete pad and decorative garbage can
x Trees
x Electrical boxes for light standards
x Allen Block Walls totalling 186m, an approximate average height of 1m
x Large Block Retaining Walls totalling 45m, an approximate average height of 1.7m
Currently, sidewalk costs in the Urban core are paid for through the Urban General Tax Rate. Outside of
the Urban core they are area rated. This approach is the result of a number of Council decisions on this
topic, the most recent decision being at its February 12, 2013 Council meeting.
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DISCUSSION
While the infrastructure associated with the Sheet Harbour Streetscape is located within the Provincial
right-of-way of Highway No. 7, HRM owns the sidewalk, curbs, street lights and other infrastructure and
therefore has overall responsibility for its maintenance and condition. Under the agreement with the
Sheet Harbour and Area Development Corporation, this responsibility is assigned to the Corporation.
The Agreement specifies that “all work is to meet, at a minimum, the Provincial Transportation and
Infrastructure Renewal standard; however, where deemed by the Municipality, shall meet a higher
standard as set by the Municipality. This includes standards for construction and maintenance.” As
owner of the infrastructure, HRM is required to oversee the maintenance work of the Corporation, to
ensure minimum standards are met. This can only be achieved by providing the Corporation with
adequate funding to do so.
In fiscal 2016-17, the actual cost of maintenance for the sidewalks in Sheet Harbour was $25,217. About
$900 of this cost was for grass cutting with the remainder for snow plowing. As of the end of fiscal 201617, less than $6,600 remains from the $208,000 approved by Council in 2010 for maintenance. This
balance is insufficient to provide for maintenance costs in 2017-18. Since the Rural General Tax Rate
does not include funding for sidewalks, the only remaining funding source under the current tax structure
is an area tax rate (based on assessment) or uniform charge (flat charge per property).
Maintenance costs, and especially snow clearing costs, can vary widely from year to year. As the lighting
and sidewalks age, there will also be an increasing requirement for repairs and tree management. As
with any uniform charge, the uniform charge cannot simply be fixed but has to be reviewed each year to
ensure it is still sufficient to cover all costs and that it does not generate unnecessary surpluses. Staff’s
opinion, however, is that the ongoing nature of the costs and the future need for repairs makes it unlikely
that this charge will disappear in the foreseeable future. As required by the Halifax Charter, Regional
Council would be asked to approve the uniform charge each year as part of the HRM Budget.

FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS
If the recommendations in this report are approved by Regional Council, all the costs associated with the
operation and maintenance of the assets built under the Sheet Harbour Streetscape Program will be
covered by the uniform charge. Therefore, there will be no impact on the approved operating and capital
budgets funded from the general tax rates. The uniform charge will continue into 2017-18 and can be
expected to be levied in future years.
In 2017-18, the uniform charge would be applied to about 3,480 residential and commercial properties
within the catchment area as shown in the map attached as Appendix A to this report. At $11.84 per
property, about $41,200 in uniform charge revenue would be generated. For 2017-18, this revenue
would be allocated as follows:
Proposed 2017-18 Operating Budget for Sheet Harbour Streetscape
Snow & Ice Clearing
Grass Cutting
Debt Payments for Capital
Contingency for Repairs
Total Budget:

$ 24,300
900
13,300
2,700
$ 41,200

There is limited ability to reduce the area rate due to the demands of ongoing maintenance. While the
current overall asset condition is excellent, as street lights and sidewalks get older the maintenance
demands tend to increase not decrease. When the current debt payments are finished after fiscal 202122, the tax rate will either decline or the available funds will be redirected towards capital repairs.
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RISK CONSIDERATION
By continuing the uniform charge and adjusting it each year based on requirements, the risk that there will
be insufficient funds to cover maintenance costs is considered low.

COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT
There were no additional community consultations held with regard to the recommendations in this report.
Community input could be valuable relative to the level of service and whether the community wishes a
lower or higher level of snow removal and grass cutting.

ENVIRONMENTAL IMPLICATIONS
There are no environmental implications associated with the recommendations in this report.

ALTERNATIVES
Council could decide to:
1. Revise the catchment area over which the uniform charge is applied.
2. Replace the uniform change with an area rate based on property assessment.
3. Implement both of the above.
Any of these options would require staff to return to Council with a revised amount for the uniform charge
or the area rate. Staff does not recommend these alternatives because the current uniform charge and
catchment area were determined after consultation with the community.

ATTACHMENTS
Attachment A: Current Approved Catchment Area for Sheet Harbour Streetscape Uniform Charge
Attachment B: New Area Rate for Sheet Harbour Streetscape Phase 1 (June 22, 2010)
Attachment C: Agreement – Sheet Harbour and Area Development Corporation and HRM,
January 8, 2010

A copy of this report can be obtained online at http://www.halifax.ca/council/agendasc/cagenda.php then choose the
appropriate meeting date, or by contacting the Office of the Municipal Clerk at 902.490.4210, or Fax 902.490.4208.

Report Prepared by:

Gordon Roussel, Senior Financial Consultant, 902.476.0118

Attachment A
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BACKGROUND
The Sheet Harbour Chamber of Commerce developed a plan for improvements to park and
tourist features as well as a streetscape program which includes sidewalks, lighting, trees, and
street furniture within the right of way of Highway #7 as it runs through the centre of the
community. The streetscape improvements are the first phase of implementation and are
designed to provide better safety for pedestrians and present a positive image for residents and
tourists. The Chamber worked with the three levels of government and the community to
develop a funding plan for the project. Details of the funding plan were provided in the staff
report dated November 7, 2009.
DISCUSSION
Clause 10 of the Agreement states that the “Community Contribution towards capital and
maintenance is to be collected through an LIC or area rates.” Following approval by Council of
the agreement between HRM and the Sheet Harbour and Area Development Corporation, staff
began developing an area rate to provide a portion of the capital and operating funding required
for the project. The funding required from an area rate for these purposes is as follows:
Capital Cost:
Interest Cost to Debt Finance Capital:
Operating & Maintenance Cost:
Total Revenue Required from Area Rate:

$ 136,680 (1)
$ 60,000 (2)
$ 208,000 (3)
$ 404,680

(1) This amount was specified in the November 7, 2009 staff report.
(2) This amount is an estimate based on a recent debenture issue.
(3) The Agreement and November 7, 2009 staff report did not specify an amount for
operating and maintenance. This amount is based on the balance remaining after
subtracting the capital amount of $136,680 from a 10% community contribution to the
overall cost of the project.
$208,000 in operating and maintenance funds would be paid out over a 8 year period. The
amount paid out each year would be based on the funds remaining from the area rate revenue
collected each year after the annual debt payment has been made. This would provide
approximately $28,000 each year for 7 years for operating and maintenance costs, leaving a
balance of about $12,000 to be paid out in the eighth year. Prior to the eighth year, which would
be fiscal 2017/18, a review of the area rate would be required to determine the level at which it
should be set to provide ongoing funding for operating and maintenance costs.
The catchment area for the proposed area rate is based on the boundaries of the 31 communities
which would have received notices of the public meetings to discuss the area rate. These
communities were identified from a list provided by Canada Post of the delivery area for the post
offices located in Sheet Harbour, Tangier and Moser River. A map of the catchment area formed
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by those 31 communities is included as Appendix “A” of this report. There are 3,177 residential
properties and 101 commercial properties within the 31 communities.
The current status of this area rate in terms of the Interim Area Rate Guidelines is as follows:
1.

Area rates can only be used for the provision of services within the municipal mandate;
services traditionally provided by the municipality.

Section 79(1)(aa) of the Charter permits the Municipality to expend funds on “streets, culverts,
retaining walls, sidewalks, curbs and gutters”. Section 83(4)(a) of the Charter permits the
Municipality to “borrow money with the approval of the Minister of Transportation and
Infrastructure Renewal, to improve a street that is the property of Her Majesty in right of the
Province”.
2.

Area rates are not to be used to provide different levels of a municipal service within
urban and suburban areas where said service is covered by the general tax rate.

The communities to which the area rate would be applied are entirely within the rural area of
HRM.
3.

In order for a proposed new area rate to move to the process as outlined in #4 below, it
must have the support of the area's Councillor(s).

The catchment area for this area rate falls entirely within District 1. Councillor Streatch has
indicated that he supports an area rate to provide funding for this project.
4.

Proposals for new area rates must be advertised publicly, clearly identifying affected
areas, the purpose for the rate, rate information and the duration the rate is expected
to be charged. A public meeting will be held and those attending the meeting will be
informed of the rationale for the rate and consulted on its appropriateness.

The Sheet Harbour and Area Chamber of Commerce held three public meetings to discuss this
project and the funding for it. Notices of the meetings were distributed to all delivery addresses
serviced from the post offices located in Sheet Harbour, Tangier, and Moser River.
Approximately 1,450 addresses are serviced from these post offices. This is considerably less
then the 3,278 residential and commercial property accounts identified in the area. This
discrepancy is mostly attributable to vacant land.
The first public meeting was held on February 8, 2008 to present a concept plan developed by
Ekistics Planning and Design. 236 people were in attendence and feedback received was
favorable. A follow-up meeting open to the general public was held on June 24, 2008 to discuss
how the community would contribute 10% of the cost of the project. A copy of the notice for
that meeting is included as Appendix B to this report. Property owners and businesses abutting
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Highway #7 between Falls Bridge and East River Bridge were invited to a meeting on June 18,
2009 to discuss what they might expect with regard to possible intrusions and disruptions on
their properties. A copy of the meeting notice is included as Appendix C to this report.
Staff have reviewed the minutes taken at the June 24, 2008 meeting and can confirm that the
method of collecting the community contribution was discussed. The 150 people in attendence
were told that they would be charged an area rate of $11.84 per property for 20 years. Feedback
to the area rate from those in attendence was reported to be very favorable. This rate was
determined from the following information provided at the meeting:
Total Estimated Project Cost:

$ 3,434,200

10% Community Contribution:

$

Number of Properties:

343,420
1,450

Total Contribution per Property:

$

236.84

Area Rate required for 20 Years:

$

11.84

The community contribution of $343,420 approximately equals the $136,680 in capital funding
and $208,000 for operating and maintenance referred to earlier in this report. However, it did not
include the borrowing cost for the $136,680 in capital funding which staff has estimated to be
about $60,000 over 20 years.
Another issue with the area rate calculation is that the number of properties that would be paying
it was based on the total number of delivery addresses as supplied by Canada Post for three post
offices in the area. While there are 1,450 Canada Post delivery addresses in the proposed
catchment area, 3,278 residential and commercial property accounts were identified. HRM’s tax
billing system does not have the capacity to bill based on whether or not a property has a local
delivery address.
While including borrowing costs significantly increases the total funding which must be raised
from the area rate, billing 3,278 instead of 1,450 properties more then offsets any need to
increase the amount of the area rate over the $11.84 amount stated to the community. In fact,
were it not for the requirement to review the level of the area rate prior to 2017/18 for ongoing
maintenance and operating costs, the area rate would only be required for 11 instead of 20 years.
5.

With the concurrence of the Councillor, the request is forwarded to the Community
Council for review and a recommendation to Halifax Regional Council. Where a
Community Council does not exist, the request will go directly to Halifax Regional
Council.

Since Regional Council has already approved the use of an area rate to provide part of the
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funding for this project, it is not necessary or appropriate in this case to seek Community Council
approval before proceeding to Regional Council.
6.

Any proposed new area rates recommended by a Community Council (or, in the
absence of a Community Council, the Councillor for the area) will be submitted to
Halifax Regional Council through a staff report with a recommendation from the
Chief Administrative Officer. The staff report will identify the implications to the
Municipality along with the results of any public meeting.

The purpose of this report is to provide Regional Council with the necessary information
required to decide whether to proceed with the area rate as recommended in this report. The
implications to the Municipality are identified under the Budget Implications section which
follows.
7.

Halifax Regional Council is responsible for approving all area rates.

BUDGET IMPLICATIONS
Regional Council previously approved $500,000 in HRM funding in the 2008-09 Capital Budget
for a streetscape project in Sheet Harbour (Capital account CDX01145). The area rate is
intended to provide a community contribution to the project. Since it was anticipated that the
communities contribution would be entirely from local improvement charges (LICs), the
Recommendation includes a change to the project budget to acknowledge that $136,680 of that
contribution will be from an area rate rather than a LIC. This change does not affect the net
budget for the project.
The area rate will be sufficient to cover the principle and interest payments for the $136,680 in
capital costs, as well as the annual operating and maintenance costs. Therefore, there is no net
impact on the Operating and Capital Budget for 2010-11 resulting from this report.
FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT POLICIES/BUSINESS PLAN
This report complies with the Municipality’s Multi-Year Financial Strategy, the approved
Operating, Capital and Reserve budgets, policies and procedures regarding withdrawals from the
utilization of Capital and Operating reserves, as well as any relevant legislation.
COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT
Details of the public consultation process are provided under Interim Area Rate Guideline #4 in
the Discussion section of this report. Staff are satisfied that the community was sufficiently
informed of the intent of this area rate, and was given adequate opportunity to provide feedback.

